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July 20th, 2020  

 

Is there no limit? 

The title of this week’s missive is presented 

with a rhetorical connotation, as I must admit 

to becoming susceptible to a hint of confusion 

myself when it comes to how I thought things 

worked versus how things are actually 

working.  This befuddlement is relegated to 

my fundamental understanding of economics, 

capital markets, and fundamental analysis, 

although I should also admit that I have far 

from mastered many aspects of life in the 

manner I simplistically imagine them in my 

head.  Parenting is one of those classic 

examples of easier said than done, especially 
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under the auspice of quarantine restrictions.  

There is nothing easy about trying to keep 

three toddlers entertained, a wife sane while 

preventing her from permanently impairing 

any one of us, while I hide in a home office 

working from a computer, talking on the 

phone, and pretending like the chaos going on 

outside my door is nothing but pure fun and 

enjoyment.  God bless her and every other 

parent out there longing for the return of some 

form of normalcy, for them and our children.   

 

Anyways, back to the point I started on which 

is this twisted and upside down economic and 

stock market environment that all investors 

are attempting to navigate at the moment.  

We’ll get to the limitless question below, but 

first let me touch on some market 

observations.     
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The stock market continues to be dismissive 

of virtually anything that resembles a risky 

development, be it  growing tensions between 

the U.S. and China, accelerating growth rates 

in the U.S. case count, major economic 

activity hubs in the U.S. (FL, TX, CA, & NC) 

walking back re-opening efforts, election 

uncertainties with 50/50 odds of a Democratic 

sweep, high frequency economic data showing 

clear signs of peaking in late June and having 

rolled over for nearly a month now, and a 

growing chorus of leaders closely plugged in 

to the pulse of the economy advising caution 

on the road ahead: 

 

 Jamie Dimon, JP Morgan CEO 

“This is not a normal recession.  The 

recessionary part of this you’re going to 

see down the road…You will see the effect 

of this recession.  You’re just not going to 
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see it right away because of all the 

stimulus.” 

 

Charlie Scharf, Wells Fargo CEO 

“Our view of the length and severity of the 

economic downturn has deteriorated 

considerably from the assumptions used 

last quarter.” 

 

Michael Corbat, Citigroup CEO 

“I don’t think anybody should leave any 

bank earnings call this quarter simply 

feeling like the worst is absolutely behind 

us…We don’t want people leaving the call 

simply thinking the world is a great place 

and it’s a V-shaped recovery.” 

 

Ed Bastian, Delta CEO 

“Demand growth has largely stalled…It 

was growing at a pretty nice clip through 
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June.  The virus, unfortunately, was also 

growing.” 

 

I get investor excitement over the strong 

earnings results out of many of the large banks 

last week, but keep in mind that almost all of 

that strength was on the back of trading 

activities with a big assist by the massive 

amount of liquidity the Fed pumped into the 

economy via the banks in the second quarter.  

Stated plainly, earnings of this sort are of the 

one-off variety and not something you can 

bake into your financial model as repeatable 

going forward.  However, based on the 

market’s reaction, this is all investors cared 

about and very little attention was paid to the 

actual comments made directly from the 

mouths of the individuals running these 

organizations about just how much damage 

has been done to the economy.   
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But the statement that took the cake for me 

last week (and that’s saying something given 

the clout of the CEO’s listed above) was from 

a Federal Reserve official: 

 

Randal Quarles, Federal Reserve Board 

of Governors Member 

“We may be seeing significant pricing 

disconnects between the market and 

economic fundamentals, which could result 

in sudden and sharp repricing…” 

 

Really, you don’t say?  What gave it away?  Is 

it the near record high equity valuations 

coinciding with the deepest (perhaps also the 

quickest…perhaps?) economic recession since 

the Great Depression?  Could it be a stock 

market pushing up against all-time highs, with 

interest rates sitting at all-time lows, while 

nearly 32 million individuals are collecting 

some form of unemployment insurance?   
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What would you have people do, Mr. Quarles, 

now that it has become quite clear to anyone 

paying attention over the past decade that an 

unspoken mandate of the Fed is rising asset 

prices and an appreciating stock market?  How 

is anyone to know or take proactive action on 

this ‘significant disconnect’ when the policies 

implemented by the Fed and Treasury over the 

past four months have been surgically targeted 

at not allowing this fundamental disconnect to 

become reality?   

 

Look, I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again – 

anytime I make a comment about the Fed, or 

any public official making policy for that 

matter, it’s not a pot shot at trying to undercut 

them and elevate myself.  No, I sympathize 

with their position and I applaud their efforts 

at trying to lead us out of a very complex and 

challenging situation.  But I have also become 
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very annoyed and irritated about the hypocrisy 

of it all – warning about the widening 

disconnects between fundamentals and asset 

prices when these are the very people 

perpetuating its existence.  I’m of the view 

that the policies that central banks have been 

employing since the GFC (keep in mind that 

when they were rolled out, they were 

supposed to be temporary) have altered the 

true function of capital markets as an efficient 

source to allocate capital so profoundly that 

we can’t turn back now, because it could very 

well put the entire system at risk. 

 

As a result, we continue to move closer and 

closer to fiscal policy becoming an ever more 

permanent fixture for the functioning of our 

economy.  Let’s take last week’s retail sales 

report as an example, where the wise old 

adage of “don’t judge a book by its cover” 

comes to mind.  On the surface everything 
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looked great, with the headline number 

gaining +7.5% in June, well above consensus 

estimates for a print of +5.0%.  Not to mention 

upward revisions in May to +18.2% from 

+17.7% and as a result, retail sales in 2020 are 

almost flat for the year.  In fact, the control 

group – which feeds directly into the 

consumer spending segment of GDP – is 

actually up for the year.     

 

The blockbuster retail sales numbers over the 

past two months isn’t the issue for me, it’s 

how they were achieved at a time when the 

U.S. still had 15 million fewer jobs at the end 

of June than we had at the start of the year.  

This sparked my interest to dig a little deeper 

considering that wage and salary earnings 

have contracted by more than $725 billion so 

far this year (or a little over 17% annual rate), 

which is deeper than any point in the ‘08 –‘09 

recession, ‘01 recession, or ‘90’s recession.  
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And yet, total personal income has actually 

increased at a little better than a 12% 

annualized rate in 2020.  How could this be?  

Well, because government transfers to the 

personal sector have skyrocketed by over 

$900 billion as of the end of May (or at an 

annualized rate of nearly 230%).   

 

Look, I don’t want to come off as sounding 

insensitive to the pain and struggles of so 

many households – after all, this is when the 

government should be stepping up to help out 

and lend a hand to those experiencing 

financial duress.  My issue is with the shallow 

analysis on the part of the capital markets to 

take one look at the headline, see that it’s 

better than expectations, and then paint an 

optimistic picture that extrapolates this trend 

indefinitely into the future without 

understanding what’s driving it.  A 

government handout shouldn’t be confused 
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with organic sustainable income which can be 

procured by an individual performing some 

form of labor.  A contractor builds a house, 

and that generates income.  A widget 

manufacturer sells a widget, and that generates 

income.  An individual sells / performs a 

service, and that generates income.  The 

statisticians at the BEA do not label “personal 

current transfer receipts” as “income” in the 

national accounts data because there is no 

guarantee that such subsidies will continue, as 

they are typically of a short-term nature (a la, 

the $600 enhancement to unemployment 

benefits that are set to expire on July 31st that 

is creating quite a disincentive for employers 

to attract workers from the unemployment 

ranks).     

 

As I’ve pointed out before, the massive fiscal 

packages passed during the height of the 

economic downturn in March/April more than 
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offset the hole that was dug, but most of the 

funds were temporary in nature and did 

nothing to stimulate additional activity or 

productivity enhancing investments like 

infrastructure.  Now we’re coming up on a 

point where these temporary measures are 

expiring and there are costs to be paid, and 

one of these costs is encouraging workers 

back into their old jobs.  This was clearly 

articulated in last week’s Beige Book report: 

 

“Contacts in nearly every District noted 

difficulty in bringing back workers because 

of health and safety concerns, childcare 

needs, and generous unemployment 

insurance benefits.” 

 

You can leaf through virtually all of the 

regional reports – Boston, New York, 

Philadelphia, Cleveland, Richmond, Chicago, 

St. Louis, Dallas, and San Francisco – as they 
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all conveyed the challenges employers were 

having in bringing workers back to work 

because of the juicy unemployment benefits. 

 

This perverse incentive structure created by 

these overly generous benefits are starting to 

impede the natural flow of employment back 

into the labor market.  As this continues, it 

will only frustrate whatever recovery 

transpires throughout the second half of the 

year.  While it’s become easy to buy into the 

notion that we’ve found nirvana in the form of 

the Fed printing money like a mad man and 

the government handing it out just as fast as 

it’s coming off the printing press, don’t forget 

that phrase your conscience is whispering to 

you that ‘there is no free lunch’, because there 

isn’t.  The longer this goes on, and maybe it’s 

already too late, but we’re at risk of crossing a 

line here where a whole class of society is 

becoming used to collecting a check from 
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Uncle Sam.  This opens the door to what the 

“Left” have been aching for in ‘universal basic 

income’, and the irony is that it was enacted 

under a Republican majority.  Please hold 

back your angst about any political 

insinuations you might interpret from what I 

just said, it’s not personal and it’s not 

targeting one side of the political aisle or the 

other.  It is what it is, and it’s happening 

regardless of political affiliation.   

 

It’s no wonder why the U.S. dollar looks so 

weak over the last several months and frankly 

is at the top of my list of market prices to 

watch over the next several months.  I must 

say, if the dollar breaks below some of the key 

trendlines it’s flirting with at these levels, then 

it opens up a whole lot of investment 

opportunities that investors haven’t been able 

to sink their teeth into for nearly six years.  

One of those is precious metals, but gold has 
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been sniffing out this setup for over a year 

now and Uncle Sam ripping open the check 

book only ignited a long-term bull market that 

was ripe to get going.  I saw today that 

Citigroup wanted to get in on the party as it 

put out a research note saying bullion should 

reach all-time highs in the next six-to-nine 

months, and that there is nearly a one-in-three 

chance it tops $2,000/per ounce in the next 

three-to-five months.  That surely would be 

something with gold at $1,820/per ounce 

today – another 10% before year end on top of 

the 19% gain already year-to-date.   

 

I don’t want to come off as a cheerleader for 

gold, nor do I want to be thought of as a gold 

bug, but there is a time and a place for it in all 

investor portfolios and in my opinion that just 

so happened to begin in Q3 2018. And while 

gold is up nearly 50% since then, I still think it 

warrants a place in investor portfolios – 
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especially with the future setup that exists 

today: Little threat of the Fed raising interest 

rates through 2022, the potential for a 

meaningful acceleration in inflation starting 

perhaps as early as 2021 (this equates to 

negative real rates for some time to come), 

geopolitical uncertainty on many fronts, the 

likelihood that governments from around the 

globe will continue to spend as much money 

as is necessary to get us out of this global 

recession, and the prospect for the seven-year 

dollar bull market to finally roll over.  The 

Citigroup report also highlighted that they 

expect silver to rise to $25per ounce from 

$20.33 at the close of trading today, which 

would also be a nice 25% gain on top of an 

11% advance already year-to-date.   

 

If I had to convey one central tenant to my 

investment thesis today for the foreseeable 

future (that is, until the facts change and such 
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a change forces me to change my mind), it 

would be to continue to seek out and acquire 

investments with tangible characteristics, such 

as commodities of all varieties, select real 

estate, companies with high fixed assets, 

potentially non-dollar denominated markets 

(if/when the dollar does break its key 

trendlines to the downside), and businesses 

that function as societal necessities (utilities, 

parts of Big Tech, consumer staples, and 

healthcare).     

 

Because here’s the rub – all of this stimulus 

comes at a price, and so far in the first six 

months of 2020 the Federal government 

deficit has skyrocketed 300% to $2.7 trillion 

for FY 2020.  If this pace were to continue, 

then we’re looking at an annual rate of nearly 

$5 trillion, or 20% of GDP.  Total 

expenditures for the first six months are a 

whopping $3.84 trillion – that is up nearly 
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$1.6 trillion on the year and closely 

approximates the money handed out in benefit 

checks.  So far, all of this has been paid for by 

the Fed as their balance sheet has expanded by 

almost $3 trillion to now stand at $7 trillion.  

Keep in mind this is 9-times larger than it was 

prior to the GFC.  This is the United States 

we’re talking about here – the largest 

economy in the world by GDP, a superpower, 

and home to the world’s reserve currency, and 

yet we have our central bank monetizing 

government deficits like we are used to seeing 

happen in Emerging Markets.  Don’t get all 

melancholy about the U.S., as the rest of the 

world is right there with it, it’s just that the 

U.S. is doing it at a much more rapid pace at 

the moment.  
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I know, I know, it seems as though most 

investors can’t be bothered with considering 

the consequences of such actions – after all, 

just look at the stock market.  To which I 

respectfully acknowledge and then sigh, as 

though that is the only place anyone can 

observe a signal from these days.  There was 

an op-ed penned by Joseph C. Steinberg in last 
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Thursday’s WSJ, page A17 (The Covid Fiscal 

Crisis Is About Debt and Taxes) that I think is 

worth a read for anyone seeking out a raw and 

forthright take on fundamental reality: 

 

“The U.S. thus finds itself stuck in a debt 

trap, alongside the rest of the developed 

world. Economists at the Bank for 

International Settlements coined that term 

to describe a situation in which prolonged 

low interest rates induce the accumulation 

of so much unproductive government and 

private debt that to raise rates would risk a 

catastrophic financial-system or fiscal 

crisis.  No central banker will ever chance 

it, as much as they’ll strenuously deny 

they worry about government debt 

financing. The path of least resistance 

instead becomes to keep rates low forever, 

in turn encouraging more debt. 
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This baleful interaction between pandemic 

fiscal policy and the political economy of 

central banking will impose an enormous 

hidden cost on our economy for years.  

Ultralow interest rates aren’t a free lunch.  

They stimulate wasteful government 

spending and fruitless private investment at 

the expense of genuine investment and 

innovation to boost.  After a point — 

which we probably crossed some time ago 

— low rates weigh on growth rather than 

encourage it.  

 

The result is a brittle economy that churns 

out too many houses, financial assets and 

overindebted retailers, and too few 

productive job opportunities—and creates 

one financial crisis after another.  That’s a 

fate worse than any tax hike.  The worst 

part is we’ll probably get both the taxes 
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and the financial crisis before this 

pandemic-debt story is done.” 

 

This week’s missive seems to have taken me 

down a wandering path, off the beaten trail of 

capital markets and investments.  So, let me 

get back to those, but before I do, don’t delude 

yourself into thinking that none of this stuff 

matters, because it does.  I wish I could recall 

where I first heard the following phrase, 

because they deserve the credit for saying it 

and not me, but it has definitely helped me 

navigate the capital markets better this year 

for having appreciated its essence: 

 

 “Just because something is inevitable 

doesn’t mean it’s imminent.” 

 

How I’ve applied that this year is to look 

through the ugliness of the fundamental reality 

that this pandemic has brought about, while 
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recognizing that policy makers would have no 

other choice than to go full tilt in trying to 

offset the economic impact.  That they did, 

and what we’ve learned over the past decade 

is that the policy toolkit is very potent and 

effective at delivering higher asset prices 

irrespective of whether or not one would agree 

on the fundamental merits.   

 

However, at the current time I’m less 

complacent about the fundamental setup and 

policy drivers.  What I see is an economy that 

is starting to rollover in a more decisive way 

with the increasing spread of the virus and 

policy measures rolling off more aggressively.  

To me this opens up a vulnerable window 

until we see what gets passed in the next 

stimulus bill that is currently being negotiated 

in Washington.  In my opinion, the equity 

market is already priced for more goodies to 

come, and the question is whether they get 
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more or less than what they are expecting.  

More fiscal juice is needed as it’s a long and 

slow road to recovery ahead for the labor 

market, but it’s highly unlikely that we’ll see 

this perverse incentive to sit at home and 

binge watch Netflix, while making more 

money than you did while working, continue.   

 

As a result, I suspect that over the next several 

months we’ll actually see economic data come 

in below consensus expectations, and this will 

weigh on an S&P 500 that is priced for 

perfection with a multiple that is pushing 22x 

earnings (compared to a long-run norm of 

15x).  The following chart of the Citigroup 

Economic Surprise Index has recently moved 

north of 270, which is nearly 2.5x greater than 

at any point in the expansion from ’09 – ’19.  

This metric should be interpreted as a 

contrarian signal in that it measures how much 

better or worse incoming economic data is 
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versus expectations.  So, this suggests that 

expectations have been much more negative 

than reality over the past several months.  

These expectations have likely been reset 

higher and this chart will likely mean revert 

going forward.   
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In a nutshell, we seem to be past the best part 

of this recovery, just as the worst part of the 

recession was behind us in May.  At the 

extremes in March/April it paid to add risk, 

while at the current extreme it makes sense to 

take chips off the table.  There is nothing 

wrong with being optimistic, and over the 

long-term you’ll have way more success 

thinking this way, but it’s always prudent to 

accommodate reality into the portfolio.   
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